
The Visit

One, two, three, four, five...seven?

It was about as far as Barbara could count. There they sat, the suitcases, in a little row on the 

driveway gravel. They were almost identical, all cheap and worn, all cardboard. There was 

something pleasing in the way they sat there all together. There was something that satisfied the eye.

They belonged to Frank and Maria, and as far as it was possible to tell, they contained all their

possessions. Carrying them was Frank's job. He picked them up two at a time, one in each hand. 

Maria's job was to carry all the other things. These mainly consisted of smaller bags and satchels, 

with long leather straps. She carried these across her shoulders. From a distance she looked like a 

big stout bird whose feathers were awry.

The pair of them walked together down the driveway. Frank laboured under the first two 

suitcases. His gardening boots made a crunching sound on the driveway. Maria's footsteps could 

hardly be heard. It was not exactly raining, but it nearly was, and the gravel was slick with moisture.

In one place, the cardboard of one of the cases had come away from its frame, and a hint of its 

contents showed. Clothing, it looked like, just things to wear. But nothing fell out. No secrets were 

revealed. 

They came to the big fir hedge, which rose up further down the driveway. Just as they were 

about to disappear behind it Frank put down his cases. Maria sat down on one of them. In this 

position some of her bags dangled as far as the ground. Frank trudged back up the drive to where 

the other cases were waiting. He picked up the next two, which seemed lighter, and walked them 

down to where Maria was sitting. Then he returned and repeated the operation with the final case. 

Even though there was only one this time, it seemed to give him more trouble than a pair. He tried 

carrying it first with one hand, then the other, then tried both together holding it in front of him. 

Finally he hoisted it up onto his head and carried it perched on his cap, only using his hands for 

balance. When he came to Maria and the other four suitcases he kept on walking. Maria got up and 

followed, carrying her bags and satchels as before. They rounded the bend and disappeared behind 

the hedge, leaving the other cases on their own for a while. After a short time, Frank came back into

view. He took them away, two by two as before. The hedge concealed him for the last time and he 

was gone. So was Maria. The whole process had been slow and painstaking, but now they were all 

gone.

Jean and Barbara had been forbidden from helping, not that there was much they could have 

done. Instead they had been encouraged to call out the folly of Frank and Maria's actions.

'Tell them they're being silly,' Mummy said. 'Very silly.'
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Mummy stayed in the kitchen, leaning back on the stove, drawing heavily on her cigarette. 

Daddy was nowhere to be seen. Jean went out and repeated the words with gusto.

'You're being very silly!'

How was it even possible for a grown-up to be silly? Barbara wondered. Surely that was the 

whole point of them, that they weren't?

Frank and Maria did not answer, but they managed to make as though they were not actually 

ignoring them. Thus the girls were absolved from any blame. Thus they could know that their 

quarrel, if such it was, was not with them. Barbara did not join in the taunting. Faced with the sight 

of the dogged pair somehow maintaining their dignity while they edged their way out of their lives, 

she found herself unable to contribute at all. And whatever they were being, surely it wasn't silly? 

She was struck, particularly, by the look on Frank's face when, for a second, he met her eye. 

Somehow it maintained its formal adult guise without denying the openness with which he normally

let her into his world. There was a glimpse there of the Frank she knew somewhere inside the Frank 

she didn't.

There were plenty of things in the world that Barbara didn't understand. In a way this was just

another of them. But in another way she felt she should understand this, she should know what it 

was. After all they had always been there, Frank and Maria. They were as familiar as Mummy and 

Daddy. And now here they were, turning into strangers. First they were one thing and then, 

suddenly, they were something else. Were they strangers already? Was there anything to be 

retrieved? Perhaps the process would be complete once the last suitcase had disappeared behind the 

hedge, in which case there must be still time. If there was anything to be retrieved, it must be done 

right now. But how? There were no answers in Frank's face, only a vague sorrow coupled with a 

submission to some mysterious inevitability. And there were none in Maria's either. She couldn't 

even bring herself to look up. She'd come out of the house with her face averted, and had kept it that

way throughout. She had weathered Jean's taunts without looking up, and her shoulders had fallen 

in palpable relief once they were behind her and the hedge was within reach. Yes, this was a 

different Maria, a different Frank too. In a way these were already two different people.

What was to happen after they had disappeared behind the hedge? At one time Barbara might 

have thought this was the end of it, that once out of sight they would lose all relevance. But she 

knew now that this wasn't the case. They were still going to be somewhere. They would continue 

even after they had disappeared. Where were they going? Barbara had to wait to find out because 

she had made the mistake of asking Jean. Whenever she asked her sister anything, Jean's reaction 
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was to work out whether there was advantage to be gained by withholding information. Sometimes 

she would succumb with a little pleading but she could also deny Barbara for hours to enjoy the 

sport of reeling her in and out, revelling in her frustration until she grew bored, when she would 

impart some knowledge that invariably turned out to be a letdown. This time, however, the 

information was too concrete and dramatic to be withheld for long.

'They're going to the bus stop,' she announced. 'They're going to catch the bus to the station. 

After that, who knows?'

Barbara was impressed by the way she intoned this last phrase, as though it was the exiguous 

outcome of long and hard deliberation. It did not occur to her that Jean was simply repeating the 

words of someone else, probably Mummy or Daddy. 

Barbara had never been on the bus. She had wanted to and Maria had once promised to take 

them on it into town, but she never had. Mummy had poo-pooed the idea when she'd asked her. 

They had the car, there was no need for the bus. Barbara hadn't pushed the issue, knowing Mummy 

didn't like to be pushed, but she'd kept it as a secret aspiration and had quietly hoped Maria would 

make good on her promise. But she never had and now she never would. The bus remained outside 

her experience, almost as wondrous and exotic as the 'who knows?' that followed.

Where was Daddy? she wondered. It seemed odd for him not to be out here, helping them 

with their bags. No woman was ever allowed to carry her own bag when Daddy was around. She'd 

once heard this said and close observation had confirmed it to be a fact. Why, for that matter, wasn't 

he driving them in the car? He could at least have taken them to the bus stop. He could have taken 

them all the way to the station for that matter. Surely he could have saved them all this struggle with

their bags?

He and Frank had been such pals, and he had always been so polite to Maria, thanking her 

after every meal and making Barbara and Jean do the same. Even when it was rhubarb. Of course, 

she knew they weren't really friends, not in the way they were with their proper friends. Mummy 

once said it didn't do to be friends with your gardener and Daddy said they weren't friends, they 

were pals. Which was obviously different, but how? Barbara had often seen them pottering away 

together in the greenhouse or the kitchen garden. They didn't talk all that much, not like Maria and 

Mummy sometimes did. Once she had even heard Frank tell Daddy off when he made divots in the 

lawn with his golf clubs. Daddy had laughed, but he had also said sorry.

Barbara thought she would prefer to be a pal than a friend. Friends were people that came to 

dinner. You had to get dressed up for them and shake their hand (men) or kiss them on both cheeks 
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(women) when they arrived. When they came to visit you had to have a conversation with them, 

which meant sitting down and looking them in the eye. No, she would much rather be a pal. A pal 

sounded like someone you could just muck around with. She and Jean often mucked around, but 

being sisters they couldn't really count as pals. At least, she thought not. Pals implied some sort of 

equality, doing what she wanted as well as what Jean wanted, but they only ever did the latter.

In a way she thought perhaps Frank and Maria were her pals as well. Certainly she used to be 

with them a lot, sitting around if not mucking around. They talked quite a lot too, although it wasn't 

like Mummy and Daddy and their friends, it wasn't a conversation. It wasn't even like Mummy and 

Daddy with her. Maria sometimes talked in Italian. Barbara didn't know Italian but she normally 

seemed to understand Maria. Maria would say something and Barbara would find herself fetching 

two onions from the larder or pouring the sugar into the bowl or opening the window so the cat 

could get in, and Maria would seem satisfied, just as Mummy would if she did as she was asked (in 

English of course). 'Grazie, Barbara,' she would say. She had taught her some of the words; 'grazie' 

and 'prego' and 'ciao'. She always seemed pleased when Barbara said them. 'You speak very well in 

Italian,' she would say in English, or maybe Italian, and Barbara would not even think about which 

language she had used. 

Frank didn't talk as much as Maria, and he didn't talk in Italian at all, at least not to her. But he

did not mind her playing in the dirt next to him and he would sometimes give her little jobs to do 

like watering in the greenhouse or pressing down the soil around little seedlings. He never seemed 

in a rush. He would show her the plants in their little pots and what he wanted her to do, but he 

never minded if she got bored and didn't finish the job. When she'd had enough he would just 

quietly take over. He smelled of smoke and mint – smoke from his pipe and mint from the gum he 

always chewed when he wasn't smoking his pipe. It was her first encounter with chewing gum. At 

first she'd thought he was eating sweets and had hoped he might have one for her. But when she 

asked him what it was he'd removed the little wad from his mouth, all covered in bubbles of spit. 

'Yuk!' she said. He started doing things with it, pulling it out into strands then sucking them back in 

like spaghetti. It never went down, he told her, no matter how long you chewed, but you shouldn't  

swallow it or it would gum up your insides. He did not say, but Barbara assumed this would kill 

you. She felt a little in awe of him to be taking such a risk.

Frank and Maria lived at the top of the house, right up under the eaves. Their rooms would be 

empty now. They were reached by a set of steps that weren't exactly a ladder but weren't quite a 

staircase either. From their room on the floor below, the girls could hear them going up and down. 
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The steps were wooden but not as solid as a normal staircase and they all creaked. Each one made 

its own individual sound, and Frank and Maria had their own recognisable ways of going up and 

down. Frank's steps were lighter and quicker than Maria's. Sometimes on the way down he would 

raise himself up on the banisters and miss out a step or two. Later the steps would creak back into 

place, sometimes much later. Jean said it was a ghost, and in the middle of the night, with 

everything dark and quiet except for the imagined echo of the phantom steps, Barbara would pull 

the blankets over her head and curl herself into the smallest possible ball. If she could steel herself, 

she sometimes darted across the room and got into bed with Jean. Jean always protested but not so 

much that she would actually push her out, and the pair of them would soak up each other's warmth 

and go back to sleep.

Where the steps began there was a big heavy curtain. They were not allowed to go behind it. 

Frank and Maria deserved their privacy, Daddy said. He had even gone so far as to say he would 

never go up there himself, even though it was his house. It was as though the curtain covered the 

entrance to a different world. Once, with great daring, Jean had pulled it aside a little way and they'd

peeped behind it for a few seconds. It had been rather dark and they had been unable to see much. 

The steps seemed very steep. Barbara was able to put out a hand and touch one at eye level, just as 

though it was a ladder.

Jean and Barbara could only imagine what it was like up there. And they did. It was possible 

to envisage quite an extensive space, a parallel realm up near the roof running the length and 

breadth of the house. Something as spacious, perhaps, as the whole downstairs.

'Let's go up there,' Jean said, her eyes bright with mischief.

'But we're not allowed.'

'They don't live there any more. It's empty!'

But Barbara shook her head. Jean hesitated, then made a decision. 'Well if you won't come, 

I'm going up on my own!'

She stared at her sister. Barbara stared back. It was unusual for her to hold her sister's stare, 

but she had something to say.

'I already know what it's like.'

'What?'

'I've been up there.'

'When?'

'I don't know.'
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'Who said you could?'

'No one. Maria took me.'

'She did not!'

'She did!'

'Liar!'

Jean was quite unnerved by Barbara suddenly holding her ground. She decided to try a 

different tack. She looked down and made a pattern on the ground with her foot, then looked up 

again. 'Describe it to me then.'

The unfamiliar word seemed designed to claw back some of the advantage.

'What?' 

'Tell me what it's like!'

Barbara started telling what she remembered, the view of the garden from the window, and 

the dark wooden doors, and the ceiling that slanted all the way down to the floor. Jean refused to 

believe it, but she knew Barbara was not one for making things up. She told her she must have 

dreamed it. This seemed quite plausible to Barbara because she knew about dreams - they had the 

intense, jewel-like quality of what she remembered as well as that internal logic that always felt 

right at the time but somehow did not fit together when you thought about it afterwards.

*

They had been away that day, the rest of the family, Daddy at work, presumably, Jean at 

school and Mummy on some errand that did not require her. It was summer. She knew this because 

of the quality of the light. The Edinburgh sun did not have the capacity to shine that way at any 

other time of year, plus she thought she remembered being hot, or at least not cold, when the injury 

occurred, and if it not been summer her arms and legs would have been covered up. The injury itself

had been a small thing, just a cut on the knee or maybe even a graze, but there was definitely some 

blood, enough to justify tears. She remembered Maria bending over her leg in the kitchen, dabbing 

at it with a wet cloth while she sat up on the table with her foot on a chair. It felt like a position of 

importance up there. What did Maria say? She recalled soothing sounds. They might have been in 

Italian or English or they might not have been actual words at all. It did not really matter. What did 

matter was the feeling of being the object of her attention, of being, even if only for a few seconds, 

the thing on her mind. If it had been Mummy, she would not have felt this. With Mummy there was 

always this little hard bit that couldn't be got at, a kernel that refused to be pierced and which she 

guarded as though that was where her real self lay and the person taking care of Barbara was not 
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quite her. There were no hard bits with Maria. Once she had this feeling, Barbara did not want it to 

stop and she wrapped her arms around Maria's neck and clung, so that if she wanted to move away 

she'd have to take Barbara with her. She seemed quite willing to do this.

Barbara liked the smell that came up from inside Maria's clothes. It was strangely compelling.

Where Mummy normally smelled of cigarettes and perfume, compelling enough in its way but 

ultimately the obvious issue of a bottle, there was no perfume in Maria's smell, no artificial scent 

whatsoever. Maria's was earthy and a bit sweaty at times, even slightly faecal, not always wholly 

pleasant but somehow real and undisguised in a way Mummy's never was. It helped of course that 

she was able to get so close to her and stay there whereas with Mummy it always seemed necessary 

to breathe her in by subterfuge, by pretending it wasn't really what she wanted. The best time was 

when she leaned over to kiss her goodnight in bed, but even then she only veered in for a quick peck

and was gone as soon as it was done. Barbara pressed her face against the flesh of Maria's neck. It 

was a little damp, she felt, and there were untidy strands of hair. She rather wanted to know what it 

tasted of but fortunately she hadn't lost herself enough to try. Perhaps there was some extra spice in 

the knowledge that Mummy would not approve. She would not think it right for Barbara to cling 

like this, and certainly not to Maria. The thought made her wrap her legs more fully until she felt the

hard edge of Maria's hip in that tender spot where her legs began to part. She whimpered a little, just

to make sure Maria would not let go.

She didn't. Softly cooing, she carried Barbara out of the kitchen, through the dining room with

its big shiny table and up the stairs, for which she needed to free a hand to grasp the banister. It did 

not matter. Barbara was wrapped so tightly she could not have slipped off. The hand returning to 

Barbara at the top of the stairs was only a token presence. Nevertheless, Barbara twisted beneath it 

to encourage the feeling of being stroked. Maria padded softly along the dark passage till she came 

to the curtain, where with a shrug she indicated that it was time for Barbara to get down. For a last 

moment she clung harder and buried her face more blindly, then she succumbed to the inevitable 

and slid down onto the dark carpet. 

What was this now? What was Maria doing? Here was the big heavy curtain in front of her, 

just in the act of being pulled aside, and there were the strange steep steps, just as she had seen them

with Jean that time, rising almost vertically right in front of her face. She heard the familiar creaks 

as Maria started to climb. With the wound still raw on her knee, it seemed hardly possible that she 

was intending to leave her now, alone on a different floor of the house. Was she expected to follow? 

Could it be that she was being invited to climb those steps? For once she was not hearing the creaks 
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from the other side of a wall. They had a crisp, clear quality, as though some covering had been 

peeled away. Each one was followed by a series of tiny echoes that were usually too quiet for her to 

hear, barely perceptible squeaks as the wood settled back into place.

'Come Barbara,' said Maria, pronouncing the syllables of her name in the odd quick way she 

had. 'Be-be-rah.' Barbara wished everyone would say it like that. Normally when people said her 

name it sounded like a warning that she was about to be told off for something. Maria gave it a 

lightness that made her feel like a different person. She was looking back down under her shoulder 

and her face was bright and open. Barbara tried to reach the round smooth banisters but they were 

too high so she put her hands on the step Maria had just vacated and hauled herself up. Her hurt 

knee stung when it came into contact with the band of rough carpet around the middle of the step. 

Normally this would have made her cry, but she was so set on where she was going that she was 

able to steel herself.

She took the steps one at a time, getting both feet up together before striking out for the next 

one. Her size compared with the steps almost required her to crawl, but on each one she produced 

her own light-footed version of one of the familiar creaks. Looking up, she could see the backs of 

Maria's legs disappearing into the darkness of her skirt. It billowed above her and Barbara imagined 

it floating down over her like a parachute. She imagined being enveloped by the private powerful 

smell.

Maria climbed the last few steps to the little landing at the top. She watched as Barbara 

finished her ascent, using hands as well as her feet. Her legs were now hidden again inside her skirt.

She gave a little grunt of satisfaction when Barbara joined her at the top. There was just enough 

room here for both of them to stand. On either side of the landing was a dark wooden door. On the 

wall in front of them, opposite the stairway, was a small picture. It was quite dark up here, too dark 

to see anything more of it than its frame and its general outline. It looked as though it might be a 

man wearing a cloak but it could equally have been a woman or even some sort of fairy. Maria 

pushed one of the doors and light flooded out. It was an angel. The angel's hands were joined in 

prayer and its wings were half outstretched behind it as though it had just landed and was in the act 

of folding them. There was a smell now too, a completely different one. It was quite strong and 

quite pleasant and completely unfamiliar to her. The door swung open quietly and Barbara was just 

in time to see Frank and the last second before he became aware of her presence.

He was sitting there in a chair. Behind him the sun shone in through the window and in the 

distance Barbara could see the familiar top half of one of the garden's big fir trees. The chair was 
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very low, like a deck chair, and Frank's knees, which faced Barbara, were at almost the same level 

as his shoulders. They were wide apart and his head was visible between them. He wore black 

trousers, but no boots, just his socks, which were white but yellowed from wear. On his top half he 

wore no shirt or jumper, only a vest that was much the same colour as his socks. His shoulders, she 

was surprised to see, were flecked with black hairs. They were white and doughy and the hairs 

resembled tiny creatures crawling over them. Hair tufted up from other places too, from his armpits 

and up from his chest over the neck of his vest. It was quite shocking to see. Daddy was the only 

other man she had ever seen in such a state of undress and she did not remember any hair at all.

Frank's pipe was nowhere to be seen and he was not chewing gum. His jaw was quite still. It 

was the first time Barbara could remember seeing him without his pipe or his gum, without 

something to work his mouth around. For that first second, he was sitting there, almost lying down, 

with his eyes closed and mouth half open. She'd thought he must be asleep, but he opened his eyes 

without a start and said some words. They were Italian, so she did not know what kind of words 

they were. Except that she did. There was no doubt about his tone.  He was talking to his wife and 

the tone bespoke a familiarity that was completely stripped of any social nicety. There was a 

harshness under his words and a complete indifference to their consequences. It was as though he 

was insulting her in a way that was quite normal for him.

There was something skilled but furtive in the rapid way he now assembled himself for her, 

managing somehow to disown his oafish pose so that she almost believed she had never seen it. 

Suddenly he was sitting up straight, his mouth in a smile, his arms stretched out as though her 

absence had been a trial that only heightened the delight her presence now brought him. Her slight 

hesitation gave him the opportunity to pull a shirt across his shoulders and relegate forever those 

hairy shoulders to the realms of myth. 

Now Frank had risen to his feet and he and Maria were talking, batting their quick little 

sentences back and forth over Barbara's head. The idea that he should greet her up here with an 

embrace was absurd and he made no pretence that it wasn't. But he tousled her hair, just for the 

resolution of it. Even this was something he had never done before. 

On the little table in front of the window, next to which Frank's empty chair now lolled (it 

actually was a deck chair), was a little square gas burner, alight and quietly hissing. On it was a 

strange silver contraption that looked a bit like a jug, except that its spout was the wrong way up. 

Steam and little drops of water were coming out of a hole in its side. Frank took a cloth, which was 

lying there on the table beside it, picked it up by its handles, and turned it upside down. It now 
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resembled a real jug, with a proper spout. Maria saw her staring.

'Coffee,' she said, with a prim little smile. And now Barbara saw that this was the source of 

that brand new smell. She had a vague idea that coffee was something you could drink, but she had 

never seen someone doing so. Mummy and Daddy only drank tea. She had another idea that it was 

something a bit rakish, at least compared to tea, but she did not know where that came from. Frank 

poured out a thick black liquid into two small cups. He held one out to Barbara.

'You like to taste?'

Barbara shook her head. The smell was quite enough, and anyway she felt sure that Mummy 

and Daddy would disapprove. Frank laughed and took a noisy sip. His eyes closed with a pleasure 

he no longer needed to hide. Maria picked up her cup and took her own quieter sip. Then they both 

turned and looked out of the window.

No more theatrics. That was a relief to Barbara. She felt sure enough now to look over the 

little room. It was an odd shape, up here, right under the roof. Between the door and the window 

was a small area in which a man as tall as Daddy might have been able to stand up, but the ceiling 

slanted down on both sides, all the way to the floor where there was hardly enough space for a 

mouse. This meant a lot of the room could not be used for anything except storage. Suitcases were 

ranged along one of these sides. They could only have been opened as wide as the ceiling allowed 

(which two of them were, propped up with sticks), unless they were pulled out into the middle of 

the room, which would have required other things to be moved. In the open cases things spilled out, 

clothes mostly, but also a book, a bottle and some underwear, as though this represented their secret 

lives.

*

This was what came back to her now, looking down the newly empty drive and the thick 

green hedge that had just swallowed up the two figures. This little visit was the first time she had 

ever considered other people except as they reflected off herself. She suddenly saw that they did not

stop existing when they had left the bounds of her presence. They all had lives of their own; Frank 

and Maria, Daddy and Mummy, even Jean. Their lives carried on without her. Perhaps no one was 

really quite as she saw them. Perhaps nothing was as it seemed. They all, it all, carried on whether 

she was there to witness it or not. She felt a sense of  wonder at the wideness of it all but also 

something close to betrayal. Things were not quite as they seemed, and people might not be as they 

promised and it would all somehow never be the same again.

She looked at the gravel on the driveway, the little pebbles, and how slick and shiny it all was 
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after the bit of rain they'd had, and how each individual stone was smooth and worn and seemed to 

stand out cleanly by itself. Yes, Frank and Maria were moving around on the other side of the hedge 

even though she could no longer see them.

ENDS
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